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Attachment(s):

(1) "CME_SSRT 2012-5-17", 300 KB pdf, one page.  RF plot.

(2) "cme_anim2012-05-17". 900 KB gif, movie.

----------------------------------------------------------------

:                      Re:

:                      Update to the previous CALLISTO report.

:                      

:                      

Dear ISWI Participant:

I just received an update to the previous CALLISTO report.

It is from Christian Monstein in Zurich and here it is

(between the + and the &):

:                               +

Dear friends and colleagues

Attached an update to the 2nd ISWI Callisto-status report #35 of this year.

Callisto at SSRT in Siberia was one of the stations in the e-Callisto 

network which could observe the CME-signature at meter-&decimeter 

wavelengths at very low interference level and high signal2noise ratio.

Best regards, Christian Monstein, Institute of Astronomy,

:             ETH Zurich, HIT G13.2, Wolfgang-Pauli-Strasse 27

:             CH-8093 Zurich, Switzerland

:                               &

The first attached file is a radio frequency plot.

The second attached file is a movie of the sun.

Reminder:  A solar eclipse will take place over the Pacific

tomorrow.  Large parts of Japan will see a total eclipse.

In Japan, it will occur not too long after sunrise.

Most faithfully yours,

:        George Maeda

:        The Editor

:        ISWI Newsletter
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